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Cars are an integral part of today’s society. It is a well-known fact that older cars, which 
constitute a major part of the car market, lack many of the safety features and standards that 
have become mandatory for new production cars. If you choose to approach your car 
manufacturer about being able to add on these new safety features to your old car, there is a 
good chance this is not something your manufacturer would be able to do for you, and if by a 
small chance they do tell you they can assist you, it would certainly be for a very significant sum 
of money. Our project consists of building a module that utilizes a transparent display to show 
the driver crucial information directly in front of them so that he or she keeps their eyes on the 
road. The information being presented consists of speed, car alerts, navigation, current road 
speed, police/traffic alerts, and frontal proximity warning. Most of this information will be pulled 
either directly from the car or Google Maps and Waze. The exception to this is the frontal 
proximity warning which will be provided through a LIDAR system that will be built into the 
module. We will be using a Raspberry Pi as the brains of this module and the display that will 
convey all this information to the driver will be a beam splitter. We believe that by building this 
module, we will be able to significantly increase driver awareness and safety and help an 
immense amount of people.  
 


